
HAWK SEARCH  
Advanced Product Recommendations
Increase customer engagement, conversions and sales with  
Hawk Search’s Advanced Product Recommendations.

For years, online retailers have been trying to find a solution that combines best-in-
class learning site search, customer experience management ability, and modern 
product recommendation techniques. In the past, different software vendors would 
be powering these needs

Hawk Search Soars To New Heights
Hawk Search’s machine learning engine, which powers dynamic merchandising and product recommendations,  
is now even more powerful.

The core recommendation engine has been upgraded to provide:

Modern personalization and recommendation engine—
Vastly improving our machine-learning engine allows for im-
mediate functionality for existing customers. The foundation 
is also set for continued innovation throughout the year.

Contextually relevant product recommendations— 
offering 12 out-of-the-box recommendation strategies  
including page context, last viewed item, last added  
to cart and last purchase. Deliver the same kind of  
personalized product recommendations that companies  
like Amazon deliver.

1-to-1 personalization—personalization was improved at 
the core of Hawk Search so features such as site search, 
auto-complete, dynamic landing pages, and product recom-
mendations deliver a personalized experience based on  
an individual visitor’s actions and behaviors.

Wisdom of the crowd—Hawk Search’s improved real-time 
data collection framework not only gathers behaviors and 
actions across sessions and devices, but discovers insights 
that drive a relevant customer experience.

Advanced Workbench Controls Business users have full 
control over their product recommendation and merchan-
dising efforts. A/B testing and combining recommendation 

strategies are all possible without programmers. Easily preview 
your tests to get feedback on how the engine is working. Don’t 
settle for a “one size fits all” approach

Unlike third party personalization solutions, Hawk Search  
enables businesses the ability to define what strategies are used 
to trigger recommendations beyond traditional order history or 
persona based algorithms. 

Out-of-the-box Product Recommendation Strategies:
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